Questions about the reference/purchase
Which dealers are close to me?
- Dealers who sell all or part of our product range can be found using our Shopfinder (https://www.allit.de/shopfinder)

Which online retailers sell Allit products? Where can I buy the products online?
- You can purchase our items from various online retailers. To do this, simply enter our Allit article number 4 ... in the search function of the common search engines (e.g. Google). You will surely find something there.

Which dealers deliver abroad?
- This is the sole responsibility of the dealer. Please contact your dealer about this.

Why are there no prices displayed on the Allit website?
- Allit sells exclusively through retail. The pricing is then the responsibility of the respective dealer.

Can I buy from Allit as a consumer?
- As an industrial company, we are contractually bound to trade, we cannot give you prices for our products and we cannot sell them directly to you. We ask for your understanding.

Does Allit have a factory outlet?
- No, there is no possibility to purchase the products directly from Allit in Bad Kreuznach. The products can only be obtained from the retail partners (https://www.allit.de/shopfinder)

If I cannot find a product I am looking for, is it possible to make it to order?
- Unfortunately we can only offer large quantities for commercial customers. For an inquiry please use our contact form (https://www.allit.de/kontakt/kontakt-kunststofftechnik)

We are club X and we have event Z – would Allit like to sponsor us?
- Allit only supports campaigns and associations of employees. Furthermore, the Sophia Kallinowsky Foundation (https://www.ophia.foundation/) and the Lions Club (https://www.lions.de/web/lc-bad-kreuznach). We ask for your understanding.
Questions about replacement items or features
Are Allit items also available with tools and utensils?
- If components can be seen on the product photos, these are application examples that are intended to demonstrate the wide range of possible uses. The equipment is not included in the scope of delivery for Allit products. However, since we deliver our products to retailers, it can still happen that the items are resold with a component. This is always the responsibility of the respective dealer.

Are there spare parts for Allit products?
- If you need individual components, please contact us using the contact form. (https://www.allit.de/kontakt/kontakt-werkstatt-lager-diy)

Where do you get accessories such as e.g. separators for Allit products?
- Via the respective retailer (https://www.allit.de/shopfinder) or the online retailers.

How can Allit products be labeled?
- The assortment boxes, drawers, storage boxes or other items can be labeled using adhesive labels and permanent markers.

One of your questions could not be answered or is something still open? Please use our contact form. (https://www.allit.de/kontakt/kontakt-werkstatt-lager-diy)